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Problem: Insufficient Code Specification and Cost Effectiveness of Specifying Applications

Behavioral Interface Specifications:
writing non-trivial specification requires significant time and expertise.

Problem 1, Insufficient Specification of Core Libraries:
Frequently used existing libraries lack formal specifications.

Problem 2, Cost of Applications:
Specification of Applications depending on those libraries become highly expensive.

Solution: A vision for Inference of Behavioral Interface Specifications

The overall problem of inferring specifications needs a three pronged approach by identifying widely used codes, similar rare codes and non-similar rare codes.

Consensus-based Inference:
most clients for widely used code in big code work, broken client tend to get fixed eventually.

Similarity and Differential-based Inference:
Programmers reuse and clone good patterns of program design; similar code should have similar specifications.

Decomposition-based Inference:
function signatures in widely used codes can help quickly to separate (code, specification) pairs.
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